We were still not certain of the space group at this point and so ran WILsor?-9 to check stati~tical ___ _ inequalities. These were not conclusive but indicated strongly that Pruna in which all atoms were included, yielded small conventional _g factors, it became evident that a chemically significant location of the fluorine atoms was unlikely to result from the available data.
The trigonal-prismatic arrangement of the-[AsF 6 ] ions about the
] species suggests that disordering of the cation, equivalent to inversion along the threefold aixs, might be a feature of this structure. Since fluo:dne atoms are highly electron attracting, they should be neutral if notdightly negative in net charge, even in the SF 3 + ion. On + the F atom side of the SF 3 ion it is therefore reasonable to suppose that the positive charge would be more effectively screened than on the sulf'ul~ side. However, the non-bonding valence electron pair of S (IV) will provide appreciable screening on the three-fold axis, if, as might be e<.pected, it occupies a spacially directed orbital (e.g., an sp~ hybrid). (1. 382 (6)).
:r-'he SF 3 + species is very similar to its isoelectronic relative PF 3 24 (see Table IV ). The most striking feature of this resemblance is the equality of the apical angles F-S-F and F-P-F. Presumably the higher nuclear charge of the sulfur atom is responsible f'or the S-F interatomic 0 distance being 0.07 A shorter than the P-F distance. The maintainance of constant shape, despite bond length change, appears to be the rule for cation and isoelectronic neutral molecule pairs, as Table IV illustrates.
It is not surprizing that the non-bonding valence electron pair in thE' cation should be more contracted, and hence have greater repulsive-interaction effect, than in the neutral molecule, but the preservation of' constant shape indicates that the bonding electrons are affected to a like extent. ]-.ll These effects are small, and certainly originate in unit-cell dynamics and in the slight deviation of the ions from structural regularity rather than in extensive interionic fluorine-bridging interactions, as proposed by G "ll . The S-F stretching force constant for SF 3 we find ,to be 5.67 mdA , O-l . which is comparable to the value of 5. ..
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The salts [SF 3 t [MF 6 ]-(M = Os, Ir) are simple cubic, both with a (8) 5·79 (10) (a) Average root-mean-squ~e displacement along the principle· axes of the thermal ellipsoids (A).
• c B (A 2 )
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